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PRACTICE HAPPINESS: focus on loving & harmonious relationships, connecting with
your community or like-minded people, meditation, spirituality, and your pets 
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The first step to becoming healthier and having a strong immune system is the
decision to start taking care for yourself.

Making time to eat healthy, sleep enough, drink lots of water = prioritising you.
You're worth that, right?  

Set yourself a target get that works for you, say 2 weeks, and implement the
steps above over that period. Try to get up to sticking with it for at least 70% of
the time. See how you feel after 2 weeks. I'm sure you'll want to keep going. If
you can get through 1 whole month, I guarantee you will feel amazing.

10 STEPS TO BETTER HEALTH & IMMUNITY 

EAT PLANTS: Lots of them! Each meal! Try to have your
plate at least 1/2 full of vegetables and salad. This doesn't
include potatoes! See next page for more. 

SLEEP: 8 hours/day ideally 10:30pm - 6:30am, no screens
1hr before bed. Make an effort on this one. It will pay off.

DRINK: 6-8 glasses of water each day. Ideally your water will be filtered. 

EXERCISE: Work out or walk in nature at least 3 times/week for 30 mins - ideally daily!

REPAIR THE INTESTINAL BARRIER:  Introduce bone broth to your diet. Make a big
batch and have some daily. Check out my instagram for a recipe. 

GET RID OF PATHOGENS THAT WEAKEN YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM: I'm talking
about parasites and viruses and pathogen bacteria. Probiotics will get you started -
see the supplements page of this guide.

REDUCE INFLAMMATION: drink ginger or turmeric tea, use turmeric in your cooking, and most
importantly, increase the amount of whole, homemade, unprocessed food you eat.  

SUPPLEMENT: Nutrient deficiencies in food are very common today. Unhealthy digestive  
systems compound this. Your body cannot produce healthy cells if it is lacking nutrients.
So, supplementing from time to time is the only option to maintain or restore health. Don't
worry, as you'll see, this guide will get you started with my top 8 supplements, page 4!

MANAGE YOUR STRESS: Make time to relax in a stress free environment. Cleanse
your space with sage, practice meditation and yoga, take adaptogen herbs (see
ashwaganda & rhodiola in supplements section) that protect your body from stress.
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